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FOREWORD
INGRID STEVENS

Angus Taylor began his career as an artist-

An extension of the figurative work into

The three heads sink into the ground, helpless in

ago,

humour and play is the series Disproportion of

their own weighty mass. Two have closed eyes

so this major exhibition is not a mid-career

Inflation. In three bronze self-portraits, the artist

and one open. They suggest to Stella Viljoen

retrospective, but marks an important moment

blows his cheeks up with air, then he inflates to

‘belated awareness’. They allude to our ‘doubtful

in the established career of a mature but ever

balloon-like disproportion and finally deflates and

consciousness’ and the tension between knowing

developing artist. Taylor himself seems to have

collapses. Johan Thom sees these as commentary

and doubt, or even the fragility and temporality of

cast a glance back over the combinations of

on the workings of the contemporary art world

human life.

materials, issues and themes that have interested

or, indeed, any celebrity culture that over-inflates

The figurative works thus often explore

him in previous works and has distilled out

individuals only to seek to reduce them. For Jacki

states of tension. In a surprising development,

a number of them, which here he explores

McInnes, these same sculptures suggest myriad

Taylor includes a series of completely abstract

singly, in parts and fragments. It is as if he has

references but point to the vulnerable individual

sculptures, seemingly closer to Brancusi than to

deconstructed his own oeuvre and has made

and particularly to the artist.

his own approach in their reductive and elemental

sculptor-founder

some

fifteen

years

something of the fragments. This is to my mind

As a sculptor who also owns and runs a large

minimalism. Rocks are suspended above inflated

the most risk-taking work to date for Taylor who

foundry, Taylor has the opportunity to use and

steel balls. In Annali Cabano-Dempsey’s reading,

is, in any case, an artist constantly searching

explore many materials and this on an industrial

they address binary oppositions in their clean

for new places to take his sculptures. To match

scale: stainless steel, bronze, aluminium, as well

conceptual forms. One such opposition is that

what manifests as four series of different, but

as stone, slate and, on this show, compacted soil

between male and female, and the different

related, works, no fewer than seven writers,

and thatching grass. Johan Myburg notes that

materials and shapes suggest unequal power

mainly academics, give their seven readings of

Taylor interrogates his materials and uses them as

relations. So, like the figures, these are also

particular series in this exhibition catalogue.

signifiers of thought. As Taylor himself explains,

metaphors for tensions in life and being, forces

materials are about the utmost craftsmanship but

that act on each other, like separation and

are simultaneously metaphors or signifiers.

reaction, mind and body, being and nothingness,

Two large-scale figures in bronze and stone,
Being and Thinking, form a link to Taylor’s
previous work. All his sculptures to date have

On each exhibition, this hugely energetic,

the public and the private. The works on the

been figurative, but are also narrative and are,

productive and ambitious artist seems to have one

exhibition may thus appear very varied but are

according to Taylor, ‘animated ideas’. Amanda du

massive work that stretches the boundaries of what

conceptually coherent.

Preez reads these works as narrating the drama

can be achieved technically and metaphorically. He

In this exhibition, Taylor interrogates not only

of mind versus matter, as two opposing forces

seeks to expand the vocabulary of his materials

the self in relation to others, which according to

of human existence as well as human intellectual

and thus of their metaphoric possibilities. His

McInnes is the core of his approach, but also his

history. The post or transhumant movement, like

gigantic lying man made of packed slate was one

previous practice and his own oeuvre to date. To

humanism before it, tends to privilege the mind

such work, and on this exhibition it is Belated

use academic jargon, Taylor finds himself, or places

and denigrate the body. In Taylor’s work, they are

Wake, which consists of three huge heads made

himself, in a liminal space where much is possible

in constant tension.

of tightly packed and patterned thatching grass.

and change must follow.
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Consciousness and the art of being
DR STELLA VILJOEN Stellenbosch University

February 2010

In 1637 the continental rationalist, René Descartes

stuffed into steel frames that seem to sketch the

BELATED WAKE I

famously declared, ‘Je pense donc je suis,’ ‘I think

transparent skeleton of our thought. ‘What does

therefore I am’. Descartes’ emphatic and militant

transparency keep obscure?’ asks Judith Butler

statement is often read as an affirmation of the

(1999).1 In an age when the western world has

2010
220 x 185 x 170 cm
Thatch, thatch twine, steel wire, steel frame,
insect and fire-proof chemical treatment

ascendancy of cognition over the other seemingly

declared war on the fundamentalism of Islamic

more ‘feminine’ (read: spurious) faculties of human

extremists whilst flirting with the fundamentalism

existence (such as feeling). In fact, upon reading

of extremist atheists, the dialectic between

his Discourse on Method (1637), it becomes clear

knowing and doubting is comforting to a sceptic

that he was pursuing a kind of philosophical

such as myself for while we may tentatively assert

assertion of the sublime and existential. It was

the possibility of absolute truth we surely cannot

his, perhaps ironic, belief that the only way to

know or define this truth absolutely. Thus we are

delineate the transient is to determine what, as

left with beliefs that germinate, mature and die

human beings, we known for certain. In answer

like grass. I doubt, therefore I think, therefore I

to this fundamental question, Descartes mooted

am.

that the only certainty or truth that we have is our

The three heads merge with their surroundings

consciousness. Simply put, if someone doubts her

and melt into the ground beneath them. They

existence, that is in and of itself proof that she

mimic a black youth sinking into the swampy

does exist (because, at the very least, there is an

mire of the gallery floor. The first two faces have

‘I’ behind the doubting). I am thinking therefore I

closed eyes. The third, partially submerged head

exist. Many have responded to the naiveté of this

has its eyes wide open as if to bemoan the irony of

proposition with cynical contempt. It, after all,

belated awareness.

seems obvious to a postmodern generation that

In Taylor’s three heads we find an all too subtle

consciousness can be simulated and is not in itself

reminder that it is our doubtful consciousness that

to be trusted.

both proves and undermines our very existence.

Taylor’s three grass heads are a vivid portrait

We thus hold onto this consciousness as what pre-

of the dialectic between knowing and doubting.

empts doubt and remains after it has subsided.

Although our thoughts may in some small way

Or, as William Wordsworth put it, ‘Though the

serve as a rumour of our existence, our thoughts

radiance which was once so bright be now forever

are also transient, elusive. To some, ‘all flesh is

taken from [our] sight. Though nothing can bring

grass’ (Isaiah 40:6), perhaps indicating the fallibility

back the hour of splendour in the grass, glory in

of human life or the fact that it is not flesh that

the flower. We will grieve not, rather find strength

lasts but something else entirely. Taylor’s grass is

in what remains behind.’

1 Butler, J. 1999. Gender Trouble: Feminism and
the Subversion of Identity. London: Routledge.
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BELATED WAKE I, II, III (MAQUETTE)
2010
23 x 11 x 14 cm
Cast stainless steel

BELATED WAKE II
2010
170 x 185 x 140 cm
Thatch, thatch twine, steel wire, steel frame,
insect and fire-proof chemical treatment
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BELATED WAKE III

BELATED WAKE I, II, III (MAQUETTE)

2010
150 x 210 x 160 cm
Thatch, thatch twine, steel wire, steel frame,
insect and fire-proof chemical treatment

2010
23 x 11 x 14 cm
Cast stainless steel
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being AND THINKING
AMANDA DU PREEZ

February 2010

Taylor’s figures Being and Thinking tower like

his corporeal existence. It will be through the

BEING, THINKING

ominous reminders of the dream of immortality

mundane and the ordinary that he meets his

and the inevitable flip side – realisation of mortality.

Maker. He is Adam to us all, dust from dust

2010
250 x 180 x 40 cm
Cast bronze, Belfast granite

Whereas Thinking carries himself as invincible and

that will return again to its orginal state.

indestructible, Being is more humbled by his own
broken corporeality.
Are they brothers? Sworn enemies? Lost halves?
You decide.

In these two figures the drama of mind versus
matter, or the mind/body dichotomy, manifests
patently. By placing these two figures as reaching
out to one another – almost extending a hand to

Thinking rises like a Frankenstein’s monster

one another – Taylor shows the interrelatedness

hastily put together by his creator from

of these two opposing forces. Mind (Thinking)

all sorts of materials, a conglomerate of

has no existence without matter (Being), and vice

elements: stone, wire and cement. Although

versa.

he feigns unity, he is kept together with
screws and staples, bolts and wire. The

Where do Being and Thinking come from?

classical ideals of male beauty are distinctly

Or the ‘no-body’ trend and

recognisable in his body’s taut construction –

techno-transcendence

is it Apollo or Perseus at work here? Thinking

Antagonism towards the physical and bodily

is supposedly a beautiful creature, the envy of

stratum (as embodied in Thinking) is not a new

the gods, and yet he is a damaged god. He is

trend within western thought systems. In fact, it is

created in the image of his master’s fanciful

more accurate to argue that modern western ideas

arrogance. Man aspiring to more, an Icarus

are interspersed with trends, thought structures,

who dared to fly too close to the centre of

ideologies and expressions that denigrate the

the sun. Like Frankenstein’s monster he has

body. Perhaps this is too glibly stated and grossly

become a failed experiment scorned by his

generalising, but from Plato to Aristotle, Descartes

master’s hubris. A stone-headed creature

to Kant, and lately from William Gibson to

stumbling towards unknown ecstasy.

Timothy Leary, the body, and specifically the sexed/

Being aspires to no such greatness; he lives
through his veins and cells day by day. He
does not anticipate a divine resurrection from

gendered/raced body, is treated with suspicion and
disregard (as embodied in Being).
The culmination of body contempt or striving

PREVIOUS PAGES AND RIGHT
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THINKING

towards ‘no bodies’ came to prominence during the

ultra-Darwinism’, echo Transhumanism’s body-

2010
250 x 180 x 40 cm
Cast bronze, Belfast granite

seventeenth-century Enlightenment in the person

adverse stance: ‘No stuff, no matter, no bodies,

of René Descartes (1596–1650). Descartes viewed

no experiences associated with physicality and

the body as an entity that is completely different

nothing beyond the one-dimensional functionality

and separable from the mind. Descartes’ dualism

of information processing,’4 is regarded as

basically entails that the mind – the res cogitans

valuable.

(unextended thinking substance) – has the powers

manifestations, can be described as a reincarnation

of intelligence, spirituality and selfhood, whilst

or rather an ironic re-embodiment of the Cartesian

the corporeal body – the res extensa (extended

disembodied mind that has supposedly learned

substance) – is simply a machine susceptible to

how to deal effectively with bodily constraints by

mathematical (and specifically geometric) analysis.

‘using technology to overcome our limits, [and] to

The Cartesian mind is constructed as falling

transcend’.5

1 R Descartes, Descartes’ Philosophical Writings,
trans. N Kemp Smith (London: Macmillan, 1952), 284.
2 G Burch, ‘Transhumanism and Extropianism’, (1997),
http://users.aol.com/gburch3/thext.html.
3 A Sandberg, ‘Transhumanist Resources,” (1997),
http://www.aleph.se/trans.
4 S Kember, ‘Reinventing Cyberfeminism: Cyberfeminism and the
New Biology’, Economy and Society 31, no. 4 (2002): 630.
5 D Ust, ‘What is Posthumanism?’, (1997), http://www.teleport.
com/~jaheriot/posthum.htm.

Transhumanism,

in

all

its

varied

outside the scope of ‘nature’, for material things

Latter-day Enlightenment thinkers, or techno-

have only geometrical properties and ‘because we

transcendents, view the body crudely as a bad

cannot view the body as in any fashion thinking.’1

invention that needs to be redesigned and

Accordingly, the mind is thought of as having its

re-engineered. In the view of these ‘no-body’

own distinct and independent existence separate

theorists, the redundancy of the physical body is

from the body. Descartes also constructed the

a conclusive fact. All that remains to be done is

mind, not surprisingly, as an immaterial subject

to finalise the details of complete body depletion

or as the disembodied ‘I’ in his famous phrase: ‘I

and replacement. Broadly speaking, there are

think therefore I am’ (Cogito, ergo sum).

two general trends within the ‘no-body’ techno-

Although this harsh dualism is culturally specific

enlightenment project: the first attempts to remake

and does not exist without counter-discourses,

the body, while the other aims to amputate the

Descartes’s body/mind split has overshadowed

body in its entirety. The first project sets out to

most popular philosophies and discussions about

enhance and augment the body technologically

the body in the modern West. Even though

by replacing body parts and re-engineering the

Descartes’ dualism is obviously problematic and

body. The other aims consciously at full-scale

has been thoroughly discredited and scrutinised

transcendence, leaving the body behind and

by postmodern criticism, most of his postulations

becoming cyber-consciousness (mind) only. If a

have miraculously survived and cleverly morphed

body is still required at all, it will be a virtual body

into recent cyber-projects that express aversion

that can swim the ether. Both projects rely intensely

towards the body.

on science and new technologies to achieve their

In fact, it appears as if the Enlightenment project

goals. The first body-modification project invests

has come full circle in contemporary renditions,

in new technologies such as genetic engineering,

such as the Post/Transhumanist movement, for

bionics, smart drugs, surgery and biochips. The

instance. As a matter of fact the Transhumanists

other techno-transcendence project relies on

even claim the Enlightenment at their roots,

technologies such as cryonics, the uploading of

by referring to themselves as part of a so-called

human consciousness into computers and mega-

‘New Enlightenment’.2 Like good Cartesians,

scale engineering, in order to achieve bodiless

Transhumanists call on reason, autonomy, dynamic

exaltation. None of these projects are deemed

optimism,

morphological

successful insofar as they disregard embodiment

freedom to steer them into the virtual age.

and fail to acknowledge the embodied ground of

Transhumanists

their own premises.

and

political
favour

and

self-transformation

as

part of an auto-evolutionary process. They see

Embodiment is, however, a complex and

themselves as no longer bound to biological

resilient mind/matter almalgamation that cannot

evolution, but rather as free subjects who can

seamlessly be engineered into abstraction as

choose their own evolutionary path. Anders

symbolised in the Thinking figure. Embodiment

Sandberg,

Transhumanist,

always has a remainder, an aspect that dwells in

explains: ‘The responsibility of our development is

a

self-proclaimed

excess of technological dominance. It also reveals

now ours alone, we can choose what we want to

itself to be the non-negotiable ‘thing’ that is

become and how we want to become it.’3 This

the prerequisite for any meaningful form of

is patently a techno-version of the Cartesian ‘I

existence. Quite literally, without a body ‘no one’

think therefore I am.’ The auto-reliant subject can

is identifiable, no agency and no place exists.

now create his own universe according to his own

Being and Thinking may thus be enstranged

specifications and preferences in alliance with new

brothers, deadly enemies or halves of an eternally

technologies. In the same way, recent research

lost unity, but they remain inextricably bound

on Artificial Life (A-Life), steered by a ‘neo- or

together.
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The One Brother and the Dark Cloud
JOHAN MYBURG

February 2010

Momentary permanence: More than the title of

treatment of the bronze alludes to the majestic or

THE ONE BROTHER AND

his previous show at the Everard Read Gallery

the permanent. The surface of the figure reveals

THE DARK CLOUD

in Johannesburg, the notion of momentary

cracks and the inner framework in areas, in line

permanence has become the embodiment of

with Taylor’s approach to bronze casting: He would

Angus Taylor’s artistic output.

allow the clay model to deteriorate and crumble

2010
240 x 115 x 70 cm
Cast bronze, cast stainless steel,
internal metal frame and rammed earth plinth

In a discipline where stone and bronze have

before preparing the mould. ‘Instead of moulding

gained the status of stability and permanence

at the peak of the bell curve, I will wait for the

(think of sculptures from antiquity, of imposing

material to deteriorate. The ruining material in

political figures high up on plinths and of heroes on

itself tells the whole story. It does not become a

horseback who have survived the ideologies they

tale of order nor just of chaos, but a combination

served) Taylor both questions these perceptions and

of continuity and discontinuity.’

interrogates his materials. Nothing is permanent,

Taylor’s interest is not in the ‘either … or’, but

he seems to declare in his work. And he seems not

in the ‘both … and’ – in the multiplicity of life

to be daunted by the attributes applied to bronze

and human nature. And in the collective effort of

and stone – both are rendered as rather fragile.

people – more than a celebration of the individual.

Instead of applauding the heroic moment in
his work he captures vulnerability and fragility in

The title One Brother indicates siblings, a family, a
larger community that the individual is part of.

a heroic manner. In achieving this objective, no

The ‘dark cloud’ looming above the figure,

material seems to be inferior – not even thatching

reminiscent of billowing stainless steel sculptures

grass or compacted red soil.

by Jeff Koons and Anish Kapoor, could be read as

In his latest exhibition in Circa, the new gallery

a speech or thought bubble (something Taylor has

and addition to the Everard Read, The One Brother

developed before in smaller works and recently

and the Dark Cloud encapsulates all these notions.

in the Centenary Sculptures at the University of

Made of bronze, stainless steel and a steel plinth

Pretoria), suggesting an inner world of thoughts

covered in red compacted soil this four-metre

and aspirations. These modular (or molecular)

sculpture has a sense of monumentality, yet very

shapes again echo a level of interconnectedness,

little of permanence.

of shared awareness but also of collective sub-

The figure is modelled from a Pedi youth named
Sakie Davids. Above him balloons a shiny stainless
steel molecular cloud. The bare bronze upper body

consciousness.
The inner world seems to be both shiny and
dark – it could cast a shadow on the figure.

is in stark contrast to the base made of rammed

Taylor’s One Brother and the Dark Cloud is

earth. The figure stands arms folded, his gaze

both quirky and solemn, both austere and fragile.

fixed in the distance. It is not about an individual,

In bronze the equivalent of what the composer

but rather, as the title suggests, about one brother

Aaron Copland portrayed in his Fanfare for the

– one of a larger unheralded collective.

Common Man (1942). A celebration of momentary

Neither the portrayal of the figure nor the

permanence.
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THE ONE BROTHER AND THE DARK CLOUD

DETAILS
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Into the magic factory: serious play in
Angus Taylor’s Disproportion of Inflation
JOHAN THOM

Fine artist based in London and Johannesburg London 2010

To the outsider, the hullaballoo-zoo world inhabited

scenario depicted, the amount of air accumulated

by the successful, contemporary artist may appear

inside the bust must have exceeded the maximum

magical, somewhat unfathomable and perhaps

elastic capacity of the material from which it is

even a tad objectionable. But desire is a tricky

made. Also, the sculptures are displayed together

customer, for even as one feigns indifference or

on three plinths made from rammed earth, the

proclaims outright disdain, subtle flickers of green

most common building material in many parts of

and red give colour to the familiar complaints that

Africa.

are the failed artists’ stock in trade. That said,

Quite fittingly, in the various materials Taylor

there is little doubt that one’s chance of becoming

forwarded to me, he also included part of the

a superstar in the contemporary, global art world

lyrics of a song entitled ‘Field Commander Cohen’

is much the same as finding a golden ticket to visit

by Leonard Cohen1:

Willy Wonka’s Chocolate Factory. Many artists will

come back to nothing special,

search for recognition in vain, pawing through

such as waiting rooms and ticket lines,

the cheap wrapper of an otherwise delicious

silver bullet suicides,

treat, without ever considering that they already

and messianic ocean tides,

have the real prize right there in their hands. For

and racial roller-coaster rides

those lucky few who do obtain the proverbial

and other forms of boredom advertised as

‘golden ticket’, they too will soon become part

poetry

of a solemn group of jetsetters that spend such

I do not think that it is Taylor’s intention to make

a disproportionate amount of their time travelling

light of the sincere aspiration of artists who wish

from exhibition to exhibition, that one may rightly

to make a success of their careers. Nor do I think

say they have taken to the air.

he wishes to simply poke fun at the workings

Taylor seems to intuit as much in the humorous
of

be told, often rely on large doses of hot air to

Inflation (2010). Here the artist presents us with

animate its rather boring workings). But, rather, I

a series of three bronze self-portraits that quite

would suggest that what may be at stake here is

literally depict the artist in various stages of ‘self-

the exploration of the subtle distinction between

inflation’. First we see the artist playfully filling

the values of ‘solemnity’ and ‘seriousness’ – a

his left cheek with a small amount of air; in the

distinction best kept in mind as an artist embarks

second part of the triptych, Taylor’s facial features

on his or her journey into the magic factory of art

have become wholly distorted as his head begins

superstardom.

bronze

sculpture

entitled

Disproportion

of the contemporary art world (which, if truth

to balloon out of proportion; in the third and final

In a talk describing her own work as ‘serious

DISPROPORTION OF INFLATION –

installment of the triptych, we are presented with

play’, New York designer and artist Paula Scher

Anticipate, Bloat, Deflate

a deflated, burst version of the bust, so to speak.

(2008)2 argues that at heart the distinction

Though the moment is absent we are therefore

between seriousness and solemnity is one based

made to believe that at some point during the

on a difference of attitude towards life and work.

2010
50 x 53 x 31cm
Cast bronze, rammed earth plinths
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DISPROPORTION OF INFLATION –

LEFT: Anticipate, ABOVE: Bloat, OVERLEAF: Deflate
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In brief, Scher argues3 that ‘seriousness’ is always

long been relegated to the dustbin of solemnity.

DISPROPORTION OF INFLATION

playful: it capitalises on opportunities presented

Taylor places each of his self-portraits on

– Artist’s Hand

by chance, it does not lead to socially correct

heavy rammed-earth plinths. In this regard,

results but often generates new discoveries. On

ordinary sculpture plinths are hollow painted

2010
11 x 30 x 12 cm
Cast bronze, rammed earth plinth

the other hand, ‘solemnity’ fulfils expectations,

shapes made from wood. But in Disproportion

is grave or sober, and seeks to perpetuate the

of Inflation (2010), the ‘weighty’ bronze portrait

status quo. Where ‘seriousness’ is rare, ‘solemnity’

is instead shown to be a hollow, almost elastic

is commonplace, easy and dull. Put in context,

shell that can upon its ‘over-inflation’ easily burst

artists are serious when they first begin to produce

and become worthless. Now, it may be possible

new work. At this point they are truly creative and

that by placing these portraits on plinths made

are willing to take serious chances, often making

from the earth’s soil, the artist is making a self-

detours in avenues left previously unexplored

referential form of political commentary too.

or ones still unknown. Once these new works

After all, Taylor is a white, Afrkaans male from

generate

critical

South Africa – a land where Europeans have long

interest, the artist is expected to pander to the

sustained

commercial

and

attempted to dominate the earth through various

very constituency that they have helped to create.

forms of technology and colonial thinking. But in

At this point the artist has almost no choice but to

keeping with my line of thought, I would suggest

become solemn and provide more of the same.

that the issue of continued artistic growth is at

Returning to the work Disproportion of Inflation

stake here. Here I would urge the viewer to pay

I think that through its combined usage of medium

close attention to the formal and conceptual

and subject matter, it investigates the history of

juxtaposition Taylor establishes between the

bronze portraiture in a playful, though serious

plinths and the bronze sculptures. Because, for all

manner. There can be no doubt that your average

their seeming worthlessness (first as a functional

bronze bust is a solemn thing, originating, as it

stand for a sculpture and second as cheap natural

does, from a history of solemnity, noble conduct.

material), these plinths may yet signify a kind of

Representing the likeness of a person, a bronze

artistic ‘homecoming’ of sorts. That is to say, in my

bust also memorialises and re-presents the values

reading of the matter, the earthy plinths, standing

and achievements of an individual to a society

in metonymically for notions of ‘grounded-ness’,

within which he or she has made a remarkable

‘territory’ and ultimately even of ‘home’, could in

contribution. That is why one finds so many bronze

fact be understood as the space of artistic play,

busts of political leaders, kings, and all kinds of

growth and self-discovery that make possible the

important people in museums and government

otherwise solemn workings of the contemporary

buildings all over the world. True, many of these

art world. As Scher reminds us in the conclusion

people first made advancements in their field by

to her talk, no artist can continue to make

paying serious attention to its shortcomings. But,

interesting work without constantly coming back

at the point where one’s likeness is captured in

to the uncertain space of serious play because

perpetuity by the establishment, these playful

‘... in the end, that’s how you grow, and that’s all

aspects of your achievements have most probably

that matters’ (Scher 2008).

RIGHT AND OVERLEAF

1 I believe the track appears on Leonard Cohen’s fourth
studio album entitled New Skin for the Old Ceremony,
Columbia, 1974.
2 Scher, P. 2008. Paula Scher: Designer at play. Presentation
given as part of The Art Center Design Conference 2008 hosted
by the Art Center College of Design Pasadena from 7–9 May
2008. Available online: http://www.ted.com/index.php/talks/
paula_scher_gets_serious.html (Accessed: 06/02/ 2010)
3 Scher acknowledges that her analysis of the difference between
‘solemnity’ and ‘seriousness’ is based in large part on a
humorous article by author Russell Baker. The article in question
first appeared print in 1978 as part of a Sunday Observer
column Baker wrote for the New York Times Magazine.
(Scher does not provide any further citation details.)
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The Disproportion of Inflation
or So much hot air
JACKI MCINNES February 2010

Presented under the generic banner ‘New Work’,

effects that might be obtained by the inflation and

one might be forgiven for assuming that Angus

deflation of the human head.

Taylor’s latest exhibition comprises a number

Taylor mentions that the series deals with the

of discreet art works, disparate but for the

vagaries inherent in the intersection of art and

fact of their recent construction. Looking for

commerce, so it would make sense to relate

commonalities in the physical appearance of the

the cows’ heads to modes of African currency

works is also not particularly revealing. Yet, when

or to the bull and bear symbols associated with

one takes the time to consider Taylor’s oeuvre of

modern economics. One might even read them

the past few years, it becomes clear that this body

as metaphors for the placid (bovine) way in

of work is, in some part at least, an extension of

which many artists tend to accept the economic

his ongoing preoccupation with the self in relation

transactions conducted on their behalf by

to self. Commenting on his previous exhibition

galleries. In the context of their inclusion in the

Momentary Permanence (2008), Federico Freschi

Disproportion of Inflation series, however, I

writes that Taylor’s power lies in the ‘subtle dialogue

would be more inclined to focus on the tapered,

that it proposes between the figurative and the

shrivelled appearance of their necks and suggest

metaphorical, the material and the spiritual, the

that these pieces resemble nothing so much as air-

id and the super-ego’ (Freshi, 2009) . But there

filled receptacles rapidly deflating, like balloons,

is a new theme being articulated here: the self-

through their necks.

1

referential enquiry has shifted substantially and

Disproportion of Inflation: African Vanitas

now becomes more an interrogation of the self in

suggests myriad references. Perhaps the most

relation to others.

relevant in the context of this exhibition, however,

Taylor’s latest concern is perhaps best revealed

is to the vulnerability of the individual within a

in the series of six bronze sculptures entitled

specific commercial system. Applying the principle

Disproportion of Inflation: African Vanitas (2009–

to the art world, Taylor might be alluding to the

2010). The series can be broken down into two

process whereby an artist is singled out, promoted

parts: three self- portrait busts counterpoised by

and ultimately commoditised for the benefit of

two cows’ heads with their necks tapering down

both artist and gallery. Money, fame and power

to nothing. The first of the self portraits is self-

are the motivators in the development of the

explanatory but it is the second and third that alert

artist as ‘desirable brand’. To this end, useful,

us to Taylor’s new theme. Each bust sports a car

but not necessarily remarkable, attributes such

tyre valve behind its right shoulder and busts two

as ‘mainstream appeal’ may be endorsed, while

and three are bizarrely contorted by the imagined

more worthy, but ultimately problematic (read:

DISPROPORTION OF INFLATION
– African Vanitas
2010
155 x 68 x 27 cm
Cast bronze, metal rod
60 x 64 x 29 cm
Cast bronze
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DISPROPORTION OF INFLATION
– Rock 1
2010
24 x 42 x 40 cm
Cast bronze, Belfast granite

– Rock 2
2010
57 x 34 x 13 cm
Cast bronze, Belfast granite

not commercially viable) aspects are suppressed.

power to change us profoundly. This gift cannot

DISPROPORTION OF INFLATION

In so doing, the artist’s value, and concomitantly

simply be bestowed on the recipient; rather the

– African Vanitas

his ego, is artificially inflated.

unbidden gift must invoke a sense of gratitude in

2010
155 x 68 x 27 cm
Cast bronze, metal rod

The arrangement between artist and gallery will

the recipient if it is to have the power to transform.

only continue for as long as the relationship remains

Or, to put it another way, as soon as the gift is sold

mutually beneficial however. And considering the

as commodity, a dispassionate transaction is put

abstract and mutable notions of value on which

in place, gratitude becomes obsolete and the gift

the arrangement is predicated, generally speaking,

loses its power to transform.

this relationship is a fragile one. One can almost

It is clear that the romanticised notion of the

hear the shrill whine as the air escapes through

‘starving artist in garret’ bestowing his unbidden

the valve and the structure deflates.

gifts upon society is simply no longer tenable. Was

Not surprisingly, Taylor revealed in conversation

it ever? one might ask. After all, even artists must

that this latest body of work is strongly influenced

put food on the table. Nevertheless, Taylor, like

by Lewis Hyde’s book The Gift: Imagination and

Hyde, laments the effect that the market economy

the Erotic Life of Property (1983) . Taylor draws

has had on art and artists and believes that we

comparisons between his artistic endeavours and

have been robbed of a vital tool for the building of

Hyde’s concept of the market economy versus a

interconnectedness and the nurturing of society.

2

‘gift economy’. Hyde views market economies as

And yet all is not necessarily lost. Hyde suggests

rational constructs. They operate on the exchange

that it is quite possible that significant elements of

of goods for cash and are deliberately impersonal.

a ‘gift economy’ can continue to circulate above

In contrast, his concept of a ‘gift economy’

the exchange of goods for cash. In relation to this,

describes the willing exchange of gifts in the form

consider the irony inherent in the Disproportion of

of immaterial talents – musical, artistic, scientific

Inflation series. Even while each work on Taylor’s

– for the purpose of building relationships and

exhibition has a price tag and will in due course

community; and ultimately for the betterment of

be sold, the inherent meaning of the series seeks

society as a whole. A gift economy, therefore, is

to undermine this very process. Disproportion

anything but impersonal.

of Inflation cocks a snook at the artist/gallery

Hyde goes on to assert that the gift he is most

relationship and its subtle cynicism serves to

interested in is the ‘transformative gift’ – an

remind us that the true value of art and, by

intangible connection, often transferred in the

extension, the artist, lies not solely in the object or

form of psychological healing, spiritual teaching

creative individual but in the interrogative power

or the appreciation of an art form – which has the

of the creative process.

1 Freschi, F. 2009. The Fragility of Objecthood: Angus Taylor’s
Momentary Permanence. Everard Read, Johannesburg.
2 Hyde, L. 1983. The Gift: Imagination and the Erotic Life of
Property. Vintage Books, New York.
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HEAVY HOLLOWNESS
2010
143 x 34 x 34 cm
Belfast granite, cast stainless steel,
stainless steel cable, rammed earth
RIGHT AND OVERLEAF

HEAVY HOLLOWNESS
ANNALI CABANO-DEMPSEY Curator: University of Johannesburg Art Gallery

February 2010

Since his Deduct exhibition at the UJ Art

structure celebrating masculinity. With Heavy

Gallery in 2006, Taylor has increasingly used a

Hollowness, the male and female seem to mirror

combination of steel and rock as sculptural media

and oppose each other, thus implying the potential

to address binary oppositions (also in Momentary

for conflict or concord, but also the impending

Permanence 2008). Heavy Hollowness (2010)

merging of the male and female.

once more revisits the theme of contradiction

The five phallus-shaped granite stones hover

between intransience and the ephemeral, the

threateningly in counterpoint to five stainless steel

resilient and the momentary, the permanent and

casts resting on plinths made of red earth. The

the fleeting. The departure from abstract but

stones are polished at the tips, honed as if through

still figurative/illustrative work to the domain

repetitive usage to a practised smoothness. The

of the clean conceptual form is laid bare in the

first stainless steel cast, an object of beauty and

intentional separation of stone and metal. This

near-perfection, stands in sharp contrast to later

urges the viewer to relate to each individual

deflated and distorted spheres as the organic form

material’s meaning.

of the rocks bears down on them. This leads to

The artist exposes the fallacies of the forceful

the reasonable conclusion that the spheres will

and still evident paternalistic order with this work.

eventually be driven into the compacted-earth

He questions the consequences of time-honoured

plinths.

authority and its narratives in lieu of what is

The robust rocks are suspended though,

perceived as an idealised new reality projecting

floating impotently in space. While the metal

greater harmony. Some of the most urging

spheres are gradually disintegrating, the rocks

twentieth-century quests are comprehension of

also move imminently closer to the red soil from

the dismantling of such authoritarian institutions

which they originated. The last stone eventually

of power (see Foucault, 1980, 1988; Lyotard,

loses its projectile form to become a floating disk,

1979), the lived reality (Baudrillard, 1988) and

mimicking the shape of the final crushed sphere.

that which is supposedly replacing the resulting

Both elements thus have the potential to become

fragmentation

contemporary

part of an organic and natural cycle of revival,

society. While the totalitarian reality fabricated by

rejuvenation and re-enchantment: a mutually

traditional agencies of power is still revered for

conducive convergence on common grounds of

the constancy and order it imparts in a fluctuating

that which was and that which is ….

experienced

by

and insecure world, it is seen as outdated and the

The viewer is left with the uneasy and

source of disenchantment (Martin-Barbero, 1993)

incongruous challenge to appraise this visually

calling for new measures of value and meaning.

pleasing installation, executed with outstanding

Taylor furthermore has moved his focus from

craftsmanship, in terms of power relations,

his earlier finely finished bronze female forms

alternately donning the mantle of the empowered

as metaphor for folklore and history to the

and the powerless, weighing the meaning of the

monumental and often harshly constructed male

past and present.

HEAVY HOLLOWNESS (MAQUETTE)
2010
76 x 24 x 24 cm
Belfast granite, cast stainless steel
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GORDON FROUD

Now in his fortieth year, Angus Taylor demonstrates

little time to cast for others, and DSW primarily

are forms made of stacked grass, compacted

that he is a force to be reckoned with as a

works on Taylor’s work. This, once again, shows his

earth, charcoal briquettes and stacked slate. The

sculptor. Since graduating from the University of

growth as a respected artist who is able to make

inventiveness with which he tackles materials

Pretoria, Taylor has plotted a trajectory that has

a comfortable living for himself and the army of

locates Taylor as a post-modern artist making

seen him rise to the top of his game within the

workers that he employs, trains and nurtures.

reference to traditional crafting techniques but

local and international art scene. As a student,

His ambitious nature has him tackling materials

using them in a contemporary manner and style.

Taylor took over the reins of a bronze-casting

and scale that most sculptors would prefer to

It is for the multiplicity of approaches and for

foundry in Pretoria. This brought him into contact

avoid. This has resulted in gigantic slate figures set

the uses of diverse and sometimes alternative

with established artists, furthered his knowledge

into landscapes in various prestigious collections

materials that Taylor has gathered much praise

of bronze and other metal casting processes

such as the Apple Mac headquarters in Sandton,

and recognition.

and taught him about the rigours of running a

in the Karoo and in private collections in Canada

His works can be found in many private and

growing business. In a short space of time, he

and Belgium. His 3,5m high figures called Sit en

public collections including Sasol, Rand Merchant

was able, with the help of the previous owners,

Staan were the highlight of the opening of the

Bank, Pretoria Art Museum, University of Pretoria,

to establish his own foundry, Dionysus Sculpture

first Johannesburg Art Fair held at the Sandton

University of the Free State, Ellerman House, Spier

Works (DSW). He honed his skills as a manager

Convention Centre in 2008, where three were sold

and Olievenhuis Museum. He has been the recipient

of people as well as his moulding and casting

on opening night. The majestic figure towered

of numerous awards including Best Sculpture

proficiencies until he became a master craftsman.

imposingly over the throngs of other artworks and

student at the University of Pretoria, first prize –

(He even developed an up-scaling device made of

gallery stalls, leaving visitors aghast with wonder

PPC young Sculptors’ Award and the prestigious

lasers that enabled him to accurately enlarge forms

at how he was able to transport and build such a

University of Pretoria Alumni Laureate in 2005.

to gigantic proportions. This was a great asset to

huge piece.

Taylor has also been selected as the Festival Artist

his studio when monumental commissions such as
the statue of Chief Tshwane came his way.)

His choice of materials is constantly being
reappraised

and,

even

when

he

for the Aardklop Art Festival in 2010.

chooses

Angus Taylor shows all the mettle, fortitude,

Taylor’s skill at modelling, mould-making and

traditional materials like granite or bronze, they

ambition and mastery that he promised as an

casting made DSW a much sought-after foundry

are used in a unique way, whether by imprinting

undergraduate while at the University of Pretoria

and he cast for many well-established artists

texts into the surfaces of bronze or eschewing

under the guidance of Guy du Toit and myself as

including Norman Catherine, Tienie Pritchard

the carvability of granite in favour of its block-

lecturers in sculpture, and he will undoubtedly

and the late Kevin Roberts. During the past few

like potential to construct form that alludes to

grow from strength to even greater strength in

years, however, he has been kept so busy with

human form without describing it (as much stone

years to come under the banner of the Everard

commissions and exhibitions that there has been

sculpture does). Contrasted with these materials

Read Gallery.
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Dionysus Sculpture Works
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RECKSON TSHELA

FRANCOIS VISSER

PETER MUPITA

ROBERT RAMAVHALE

BETHUEL MAHLONG

GEOFREY MATSINELA

ANGUS TAYLOR

VUSI RAMBUDA

MARIA LEGOABE

SYLVESTER MASEMOLA

MESHACK MATHEBULA

STEVEN DELPORT

SAM BHUDA

DANIE NELL

KGWANE RAPOLAI

DICK BISSETT
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Angus Taylor would like to thank:
Rina Stutzer for all the stirring dialogue and
debate, especially regarding the Venice Bienale.
This was of great value in the development of
this exhibition. I would also like to thank her for
her compelling enthusiasm and kind support.
All the writers who contributed to this catalogue.
Their contributions add dimensions of
understanding to the work, both from my point
of view, and that of other readers.
The DSW team:
My mother, Ans Taylor, who was my first art
teacher and now our administrator: My gratitude
for feeding us over the long weekends.
Robert Ramavhale, our brilliant mould-maker: I
appreciate the long hours.
Reckson Tshehla, our driver, wax department
head and foundryman: Thank you for your
management and wit.
Meshack Mathebula, our industrious tig-welder
and metal chaser, as well as foundryman: I am
grateful for the work on the giant castings.
Sam Bhuda: Thank you for the fibreglass work
and hundreds of castings made in the wax
department.
Francois Visser and Steven Delport, my sculpture
assistants: Thank you for standing in for me
when needed. Special thanks to Francois for the
ingenious suggestion to use grass and to Steven
for all the terrific patinas.
George Magampa: Thank you specifically for
the complicated construction of Being, and
the metal chasing and welding on all the other
pieces.
Bethuel Mahlong and Geoffrey Matsinela: My
gratitude for all the hours spent finishing off the
metal sculptures.
Vusi Rambuda: Thank you for the demanding
up-scaling and construction of our gigantic steel
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Kgwane Rapolai and Sylvester Masemola: I
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Maria Legoabe: Thank you for keeping our studio
clean enough to enable us to find our tools and
sculptures.
Good friends Nick and Mariette van Huyssteen
and their Saronsberg Wines: Thank you, not only
for facilitating sponsored wine, but also for the
support through the years and the opportunity
to sometimes enjoy their good wine while
working.
The Everard Read team:
Mark and Christine Read: My sincerest
appreciation for the invitation to exhibit my work
in this remarkable exhibition space. To Mark,
specifically, thank you for all the support and
encouragement over the last couple of years.
Gina, Jacques, Wesley and Cassey: my gratitude
for your dexterous support.
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